
call for propsals.

Track 1: Agile values in a hybrid office

→ Working in hybrid teams is here to stay. Tell us how you addressed the new challenges and   
   possibilities this created for agile teams. 
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We invite all agile practitioners to present at the Agile Tour Vienna 2022. In the previous years we 
had a good mixture of German and English talks, so contributions in both languages are welcome.
 
The submission deadline for 2022 is:

REGULAR SPEAKERS

15
May
2022

YOUNG TALENT

15
April
2022

Early Bird Submissions:

Submitting in time has a big advantage at the Agile Tour Vienna. If you submit by 15 April, you will 
receive valuable and constructive feedback from our review team and have the opportunity to adapt 
your abstract accordingly.

The Review Team will finish the selection of talks for the "Young Talents" track by the end of April, 
and for the main track by beginning of June. Everyone who submitted a proposal will be informed 
once the decision is final. Speakers will receive a free ticket for the Agile Tour Vienna 2022. The 
Agile Tour Vienna is a non-profit community event which aims to keep ticket prices low. Therefore it 
is not possible to cover travel expenses or pay a speaking fee.

The conference takes place on Thursday, September 15, 2022.  
Submit your session here: https://www.conftool.net/agile-tour-vienna2022/

We will have three tracks, please indicate in your submission which track you feel is most appro-
priate. We reserve the right to move your topic to another track if we feel it is more appropriate.

TOPICS TO COVER

https://www.conftool.net/agile-tour-vienna2022/


FOR YOUNG TALENT ONLY

These formats are typically around 45 minutes 
(including Q&A). If your proposed session invol-
ves longer exercises or a special format, we can 
also offer you a 90-minute slot.

We will again have the special “Young Talents” track, which is dedicated to supporting young 
professionals who hold their first session at a conference. 
 
There is a specific set of requirements for submissions for this track: 

• You are under 30 years old 
• This is your first presentation at a conference 
• Your session is a classic talk or practitioner report 

Young talents will receive additional support.

• Before the conference: 
 → Feedback on your presentation, including the opportunity to work with a seasoned    
 → Feedback on your proposal, including the option to get in touch with an expert
 → Individual coaching to prepare you for your talk
 → Option to hold a rehearsal in front of a small audience providing you with valuable feedback

• After the conference: 
 → Personal feedback from experts

Track 3: Inspect and Adapt

→ Inspect and Adapt is a cornerstone of Agile. Tell us how this changed your way of working, the  
   direction of your product, or the culture in your company.

In particular, we are looking for contributions involving customers and real-life case studies (the 
more state-of-the-art and experimental, the merrier – people who dare to try should be on stage).

Possible session formats are:  

• Classical Talk 
• Interactive Session / Workshop 
• Practice Report (Case Studies) 
• Young Talent (details on page 2) 

FIND YOUR FORMAT FOR YOUR SESSION

Track 2: TechTrack

→ Tell us how you are addressing software engineering challenges in an increasingly complex  
   world.
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